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Abstract: The Data-Intensive Web Sites provide access to a large number of  Web pages whose content
is dynamically extracted  from structured  databases. They may be  used  for shopping or  paying in e-
commerce, for reading  news in a newspaper site  or to consult  digital library.  In this context, users often
need  rich content and  fresh  data. Several techniques have been developed to meet the demand for faster
and more efficient access to the  DIWS.  Among them  a main role is acquired by the  replication, the
caching,  the materialization, and the refreshing of data. Software agents have proved to be a good tool that
may give a high  performance results on the  Web. In this paper, we address their  cases of use in the
DIWS. We discuss cases in which agents can be used to improve the data management performance. The
aim is to specify tasks that may profit from the increase development in agent technologies.
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Introduction
The Data-Intensive Web Sites (DIWS) provide
access to a large number of Web pages whose
content is dynamically extracted from  structured
databases. They serve to  integrate and summarize
Web services that may be distributed and
heterogeneous. They may be used for shopping or
paying in e-commerce, for reading news in a
newspaper site or to consult digital library.   Their
source databases are generally distributed,
heterogeneous, and with dynamic content. The user
queries are, sometimes, personalized that is they are
tailored to the style and the needs of each individual.
They often demand rich content and fresh data. In
this context, data management will be highly
complex. It consists in integrating, updating and
rapidly accessing data.

Several techniques have been developed to meet the
demand for faster and more efficient access to the
DIWS. Among them a main role is acquired by the
replication, the caching, the materialization, and the
refreshing of data. Software agents are demonstrated
to be a good tool that may give high performance
results in such environment [40,48,51,16]. An agent
is a software entity, situated in an environment,
where it acts autonomously and flexibly to reach
some objectives [39]. A multi-agent system is  a
distributed system  composed of a set of
collaborative agents. It is used to perform distributed
tasks.

In this paper, we address the use of agents in the
DIWS. We discus the cases in which agents can be
used to improve the data management performance.
The aim is to specify tasks that may profit from the
increase development in agent technologies. Our
discussion is based on the study of some works
involving agents to resolve data management
problems.

1.The paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 presents some related works. Section 3
presents the concept of DIWS. Section 4 describes in
more detail the concept of agent. In section 5 we
discuss the use of agents in some tasks of data
management in DIWS. Section 6 concludes.

2. Related works
Recently, there has been a lot of interest in the use of
software agents in several domains. The main
applications in which intelligent agents can be
involved are identified in [37]. A framework to
integrate agents into the use of the World Wide Web
is designed and implemented in [16]. In this
framework, the agents filter information, initiate
communication, monitor events, and perform tasks.
The aim is to improve the usability and usefulness of
the World Wide Web. [48] Surveys several agent-
mediated e-commerce systems and [41] presents an
example of such systems that automate the hotel
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reservation in tourism domain. In this paper we will
limit our concern to the DIWS domain. By studying
these related works and others we will identify the
data management tasks which need software agents
to be optimized.

3. Data-Intensive Web Sites (DIWS)
Data-Intensive Web Sites (DIWS) provide access to
a large number of Web pages whose content is
dynamically extracted from structured databases
[28]. Today, they become necessary for allowing
some e-commerce tasks  or to access  dynamic
information. Their architecture includes a database
management system (DBMS) layer, a site server
layer and  the client. Thus, a new kind  of pages,
dynamically generated, and a new architecture were
born. We have no more the traditional couple of a
Web client and a Web server, but a third part is
added, the application program, running on the Web
server to receive the request from the client, retrieve
the relevant data from the database and then pack
them  into  HTML  or  XML  format.  Newspaper
sites  and  shopping  ones  are  examples  of  such
architecture. Several tools and approaches for
developing such systems are presented in [43]. For
each kind of application, a set of web development
tools are specified. The performance problem of
DIWS lies in addressing the latency reduction of
page produced by the site and the quality of data
presented to the clients. Firstly, because returning
Web page may require costly interaction with the
database system. So, the net effect of this situation is
network congestion, high client perceived latency,
Web server overload and slow response times for
Web severs. Secondly, because the quality of data is
of crucial importance, especially for applications
that  must always serve fresh data (e.g. providers of
stock prices, sports scores).

Recently, much research has been devoted to
improving Web performance by reducing latency
and bandwidth consumption, and  increasing server
scalability and availability. Proposed solutions
include predictive prefetching, caching and
materialization of Web objects, and architecting
network and Web servers for scalability and
availability. These solutions are beneficial but need
to be yet improved to accommodate the
continuously growing number of web users and
services. In section 5 we will discuss the possibility
of using agents to improve these solutions.

4. Agents
According to [51], an agent is computational entity
which:
-  Acts on behalf of others entities in an autonomous

fashion;
-  Performs its actions with some level of proactivity

and/or reactiveness ;
- Exhibits some level of the key attributes of

learning, co-operation and mobility.

Software agents are, today, more important because:
- - More and more every-day tasks are computer-

based;
- - The world is in a  midst of an information

revolution, resulting in vast amount of  dynamic and
unstructured information;

- -  Increasingly, more users  are untrained;
- -  And therefore users require agents to assist them

in order to understand the technically complex world
we are in the process of creating.
According to [51], a mobile agent is a software
entity which exists in a software environment. It
inherits some of the characteristics of an agent. A
mobile agent  must  contain all of the following
models:  an   agent   model,  a  life-cycle   model,  a
computational   model,   a  security   model,   a
communication model and finally a navigation
model.

According to [51], a multi-agent system is able:
- To solve problems that  are too large for a

centralised single agent to deal with due to
resource limitations or the sheer risk of having
one centralised system;

- To allow for the interconnecting and
interoperation of multiple existing legacy
system, e.g. expert systems, decision support
systems;

- To provide solutions which draw from
distributed information sources;

- To provide solutions where the expertise is
distributed, e.g., in health care provisioning;

- To enhance speed (if communication is kept
minimal), reliability (capability to recover from
the failure of individual components with
graceful degradation performance),
extensibility (capability to alter the number of
processors applied to a problem), the ability to
tolerate uncertain data and knowledge;

- To offer conceptual clarity and simplicity of
design.

In section 5 we will give examples that illustrate
these abilities. Then, we will deduce where and how
agents can be used in DIWS to make profit from
their abilities.

5. Improving DIWS performance by
using agents
As we have seen above, several solutions have been
developed to improve web performance. In major



cases, these solutions are still valid for DIWS. We
may classify them into three groups: data integration
solutions, data update solutions, and data access
optimization solutions.  In the rest of this section we
will see how these solutions can be improved by
using agents.

5.1 Data integration
To construct a client web page in DIWS
environment, data should be extracted from different
sources and then integrated. The integration needs
metadata that describe the data semantic and the
mapping approach from database to Web page.
Several techniques of semantic Web like ontology
[60] have been used to perform the integration. So,
the integration needs three  main tasks: searching
metadata, constructing and updating the mapping
approach, and composing the Web page to the client.

Software agents have been used in several domains
needing integration [13,15,33,38,49,51]. The main
agent types that we see more relevant for the
integration are:

- Wrapper agents that convert the source
information and react to source changes ;

- Integrator agents that  manage global
data view, transform and subdivide  queries,

integrate and formulate responses.

Since source data and user queries are high dynamic
in a DIWS, these two agent types may be more
adequate  to  optimize  the  integration  process.  For
complex  queries  asking  replicated  and distributed
data, integration agents will greatly decrease their
response time.

5.2 Data update
Data update may concern the modification of source
data, the refreshment of data copies, or the
refreshment of metadata in  an  integrator.  This
subsection deals with only the refreshment of data
copies since in DIWS environments the data sources
are, in general, managed by their owners and that the
metadata refreshment is evoked here above.  Data
copies mean the data extracted from a source to be
integrated in a Web page which is materialized or
cached in a Web proxy or in a Web server. There are
many works addressing Web caching data
[1,11,14,25,27,28,45,46] and Webview
materialization
[2,4,5,7,9,17]. A key requirement for DIWS that
provide dynamic data is to keep data copies up-to-
date that is fresh and consistent with their original
sources. The freshness of data [31] depends, in
general, on the client tolerance and on data access
frequency.
On the Web, there are many techniques to refresh

derived data [3,6,24,30,35,42] but there is less use of
agents. This may be because there are database
tools, like triggers, that can perform such task. In
[35], there is an attempt to use agents for capturing
source updates. Agents are used in [22,57] to capture
user needs and preferences which may lead to
deducing user tolerance. i.e. accepting a data that is
not refreshed along a period of time t, means that the
user is satisfy if the data age is less than t. So, in
DIWS, agents may be used for two updating tasks:
capturing source changes and specifying data update
frequencies based on user tolerance and access
frequencies.

5.3   Data access optimization
A family of optimization techniques is developed to
reduce the query response time in DIWS
environment. It includes distribution, data caching
and data materialization.

5.3.1   Distribution
With the increase in traffic on the web, popular Web
sites get a large number of requests. Servers at these
sites are sometimes unable to handle the large
number of requests and clients to such sites
experience long delays. One approach to overcome
this problem is the distribution or replication of
content over multiple servers. This approach is
called Content Distribution Networks (CDN). It
allows for client requests to be distributed over
multiple servers. Several techniques have been
suggested to distribute or  replicate  content over
Web servers  [18,29,34,36,52,53,54,61,64], and to
direct client requests to multiple severs
[12,19,26,32,55,56].

Based on their intelligence and learning capability,
software agents can optimize query response time
essentially in distributed environment. They are used
to collect information on the Web [10,23,33,58,63].
In the DIWS context, query processing may be
distributed over several mobile or source localised
agents. Agents may also be used to dynamically
searching the optimal processing plan for query in a
given situation (server overload, data
distribution,…).

5.3.2   Caching
DIWS satisfy, in most case, dynamic requests. The
overhead for satisfying this kind of requests may be
orders of magnitude more than the overhead for
satisfying static requests. Dynamic requests often
involve extensive back-end processing and invoke
several database accesses. In order to reduce the
overhead of generating dynamic data, it is often
feasible to generate the data corresponding to a
dynamic page once, store the page in a cache, and to
serve subsequent requests to the page form cache



instead of invoking the server program again.
However there are types of dynamic data that cannot
be pre-computed and serviced from the cache. For
example  a personalized Web page that  contains
content specific to a client, such as the client's name,
should not be cached.

The issues pertaining to the cache management are
cache consistency and cache replacement. The
purpose of a cache consistency mechanism is to
ensure that cached data are essentially updated to
reflect the changes to the original data. While, the
purpose of a cache replacement mechanism is to
decide which data will enter the cache when a client
requests them and which data already in cache will
be purged out in order to make  space for the
incoming data when the available space is not
sufficient. The first issue is a data updating problem
that is evoked in the subsection 5.2. We will now
address the role of agents in the cache replacement
problem and query processing.

Several replacement algorithms have been
developed in literature [1,8,11,14,27,44]. They try to
keep in cache the most valuable data. The value of
datum is usually a function of several parameters,
say access frequency, size, retrieval cost, frequency
of update etc…. In [11], the authors propose to use
fragments to allow partial caching of dynamic pages.
Common information that needs to be included on
multiple Web pages can be created as a fragment. In
order to change the information on all pages, only
the fragments need to be changed. In this context
agents may be used to search common fragments
and then to identify the appropriate ones that should
be cached.

Intelligent agents may be used also to prefetching
Web pages that will be probably highly accessed in
the next period. That is they will prevent the cache
content before receiving queries. Agents may be
used also to transform some cached data in order to
satisfy incoming queries that don't have cached
solutions.  For  this  reason,  agents  should  analyze
the  queries  and  profit  from  their experience to
provide good responses.

Web data may be cached in several nodes of the
network (DBMS, Web server, Proxy,…). In this
case, agents  may be distributed over the different
nodes to manage caches.  Their role  will be to
negotiate the relevant data to be cached, when to
place data, how to compose the query responses
from the distributed fragments.

5.3.3   Materialization
Similarly to traditional database views, the term
Webviews is used on the web to mean  Web pages

that are automatically constructed from base  data
using a program or a DBMS query. The
materialization approach consists in computing
Webviews and storing them.   Having a Webview
materialized  can potentially give significantly lower
query response times, provided that the update
workload is not heavy. Even if the Webview
computation is not very expensive, by keeping it
materialized we eliminate the latency of going to the
DBMS every time which could lead to DBMS
overloading.

According   to   [5],   Webview   materialization   is
different   from   Web   caching:   Webview
materialization aims at eliminating the processing
time needed for repeated generation, whereas Web
caching strives to eliminate unnecessary data
transmissions across the network.

The Webview materialization approach is similar to
that of view materialization in a data warehouse [20,
21,47]. The main issues of the Webview
materialization approach are: how to select
dynamically the appropriate Webviews to be
materialized, how to refresh materialized Webviews
and how to distribute the storage of Webviews over
several servers.

Here, agents may be used in the first task to search
the needed information and parameters like the
access  frequency,  the  update  frequency,  the
estimated  size  of  Webviews;  to  decide  which
Webviews to  materialize in a given situation
(reserved space, overload constraints,…). The role
of agents in the two other tasks will be as it is
described in sections 5.3.1 and 5.2. In the query
processing context, agents can reformulate query to
be satisfied from the materialized Webviews or
redirect query to the appropriate server having the
responsive Webviews.

6. Conclusion
Today, software agents are frequently used on the
Web to optimize several data  management tasks. In
this paper, we have addressed their role in DIWS.
After describing the concepts of DIWS and agents,
we have identified the main tasks of DIWS, in which
agents can be involved. From the study of some
applications of agents on the Web, we have
concluded that, in a DIWS environment, software
agents can enhance the performance of other
techniques developed to perform three main
functions: data integration, data update and data
access optimization. In the future work we will,
develop a multi- agent system that dynamically
selects the appropriate Webviews to be materialized.
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